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Axelda’s story actually begins long before the 

company came into existence. David Axelsson 

spent many years working at tanneries and selling 

shoes, during which he developed an interest in 

sheepskin products.

The more factories he visited, the more his interest 

grew until it became a passion, whereupon David 

founded Axelda with its own design studio and 

sales in Sweden. 

Today, the company develops a range of sheepskin 

products and sandals with sales in Europe. Axelda  

has established itself as a highly reputable brand 

thanks to its strong corporate social responsibility,  

its own product development activities and rigorous 

controls and testing of chemicals and production 

processes that provide assurance of quality.

AN 
IMPASSIONED 

STORY



We truly love feet. We have been designing and 

making superior quality products with a focus on 

performance, comfort and sustainability since 

2006. We are responsible for the entire chain, 

from ideas and materials to the production and 

delivery of everything from sheepskin slippers 

to vegan sandals. Our products are our own  

designs and our production is sustainable. Our 

idea is to offer a wide range of high-quality shoes 

and slippers that are comfortable and affordable.  

We simply love feet. We hope you share our 

passion. Welcome to Axelda.

WE LOVE FEET



Fundamental to our production is the under-

standing that feet are happiest when they are 

warm, dry, airy and cool. All year round. And 

when your feet are happy, then so are you. Solid 

experience and extensive knowledge of different 

types of materials and their qualities provide us 

with a firm base on which to work continuously 

with innovation, development and improvement. 

We have long-standing relationships and offer 

our customers Swedish design with a focus on 

sustainability and quality.

HAPPY FEET



We use a lot of sheepskin, which is a living 

material. It breathes naturally and allows air to 

circulate, keeping feet naturally warm on cold 

days and pleasantly cool when temperatures 

rise. Sheepskin products can be used all year round 

as the material helps to regulate body temperature.  

It actively wicks moisture away. 

We craft sandals from recycled materials, entirely  

from vegan materials, with a cork and latex foot-

bed and other materials, all in a choice of colours 

and styles. All production decisions that we make 

are based on promoting the well-being of feet.

NATURAL MATERIALS





As a brand supplier, Axelda guarantees that all 

of our products are consistently produced to 

high quality standards. Whether they are crafted 

from sheepskin or 100% vegan materials. Water-

proof or recyclable. We closely monitor the entire  

product development process from start to finish.  

Beginning with the raw materials and their 

preparation through to how the end product is 

displayed on store shelves or delivered in a box 

in the most appealing way. How the products  

are visually presented on digital platforms or 

communicated through words and pictures for 

advertising. All with the aim of creating a unique 

customer experience for everyone who wears 

products from Axelda.

A SUSTAINABLE BRAND



Axelda is committed to ensuring that our products 

are manufactured under ethical and environment- 

ally-sound conditions. Our Code of Conduct will 

ensure that our producers respect all the rights 

of the employees. These rights are enshrined in  

the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights,  

the UN Convention on Children’s Rights, the UN 

Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of  

Discrimination Against Women, the International 

Labour Organization’s (ILO) conventions, and 

national and international laws and regulations.

We require our suppliers and subcontractors to 

accept our Code of Conduct and sign an agreement. 

To ensure compliance with our Code of Conduct, 

we continuously conduct assessments, evaluations 

and audits of all our suppliers and, to the fullest 

extent possible, of their subcontractors.

CODE OF CONDUCT
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AX022L Axelda cork footbed display left.

AX022R Axelda cork footbed display right.

AXELDA CORK FOOTBED



AX006
152x50x50 cm.
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AXELDA STORE DISPLAY



TIA VEGAN 20038V
100% VEGAN. Vegan model in our classic article Tia. Demand 
for Vegan sandals is constantly increasing. Made with microfibre- 
covered sole, the footbed made with latex material in the core 
which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Expanded softer 
foam for added comfort. Extra cushion in the footbed counteracts 
heel spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of 
synthetic material upholstered with beautiful textile inside. 

AXELDA VEGAN SANDALS
WOMAN

01-Black

133-Taupe 
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LEAH VEGAN 20056V
100% VEGAN. Vegan model in our classic article Leah. Demand 
for Vegan sandals is constantly increasing. Made with microfibre- 
covered sole, the footbed made with latex material in the core 
which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Expanded softer 
foam for added comfort. Extra cushion in the footbed counteracts 
heel spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of 
synthetic material upholstered with textile inside.

AXELDA VEGAN SANDALS
WOMAN

01-Black

133-Taupe



ABBIE VEGAN 20065V
100% VEGAN. Vegan model in our popular article Abbie. Demand 
for Vegan sandals is constantly increasing. Made with microfibre- 
covered sole, the footbed made with latex material in the core 
which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Expanded softer 
foam for added comfort. Extra cushion in the footbed counteracts 
heel spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of 
synthetic material upholstered with textile inside. 

AXELDA VEGAN SANDALS
WOMAN | MEN

01-Black

25-Natur

54-Khaki
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CHARLIE VEGAN 2002V
100% VEGAN. Vegan model in our classic Charlie. Demand for 
Vegan sandals is constantly increasing. Made with microfibre- 
covered sole, the footbed made with latex material in the core 
which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Expanded softer 
foam for added comfort. Extra cushion in the footbed counteracts 
heel spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of 
synthetic material upholstered with textile inside.

AXELDA VEGAN SANDALS
WOMAN | MEN

27

01-Black

25-Natur

54-Khaki
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CARLA 2001
Glittering and shiny upper along with high comfort in this sandal. 
The footbed is made with a latex core in the middle which gives 
an extra shock-absorbing effect. Extra cushion in the heel which 
counteracts heel spur. Upper in carefully chosen textile material 
specially developed for footwear. Outsole made of long lasting Eva 
material. Sparkling comfort.

WWW.AXELDA.COM

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

31

730-Metalic Beige

711-Metalic Colt
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CHARLIE 2002
Our most affordable sandal is available in many colors. Made 
with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex material  
in the core which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra  
cushion in the footbed spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA 
material. Upper of synthetic material upholstered with textile  
inside. Always a bestseller.

011-Black

140-Sun

409-Chestnut/Leopard

5001-Olive/Black 114-Turquoise

141-Old Pink

48-Light Grey

23-Pink

58-Lavender 32-Violet

1300-White

36-Yellow

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN  | CHILDREN  | MEN

8401-Royal/Black
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BILLIE 20036
Nice affordable sandal with specially designed fit for children’s 
feet. Made with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with 
latex material in the core which gives an extra shock-absorbing 
effect! Extra cushion in the footbed counter-acts heel spurs. Out-
sole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of synthetic material  
up-holstered with textile inside.

AXELDA SANDALS
CHILDREN

26-Silver 

138-Rosa
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TIA 20038
Our extra stable sole are available in many colors and also  
with 3-straps. Made with leathercovered insole, the footbed 
made with latex material in the core which gives an extra shock- 
absorbing effect! Extra cushion in the footbedcounteracts heel 
spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of synthetic  
material upholstered with textile inside.

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

128-Blue Fruit

140-Sun

011-Black

1300-White

150-White Mix

48-Light Grey

132-Sage Green





AVERY 20044
Style and comfort in the same sandal. Made with leather- 
covered insole, the footbed made with latex material in the core 
which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra cushion in the 
footbed counteracts heel spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA 
material. Upper of synthetic material upholstered with beautiful 
textile inside.
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

36

70-Metalic
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ROBIN 20045
Sandal for children specially developed with adjustable straps 
and with a strap at the back of the heel. We also use a fit that is 
suitable for children’s feet. This makes the sandal optimal and 
it hangs on the foot, to the beach, the party or anywhere in fact. 
Cork and latex footbed gives an shock-absorbing effect, the insole  
are leather-covered. Upper in carefully chosen textile material. 
Outsole made of long lasting Eva material. Liked by both the 
school staff and the orthopedic specialists.

AXELDA SANDALS
CHILDREN

011-Black

730-Metalic Beige



CHARLIE 20046
Affordable and stylish sandal with a little more exclusive upper.  
Made with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex  
material in the core which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! 
Expensive comfortable soft foam footbed for added comfort. Extra  
cushion in the footbed counteracts heel spurs. Outsole made of 
long lasting EVA material. Upper of synthetic material upholstered  
with textile inside. This sandal are now an Axelda classic!

AXELDA SANDALS
CHILDREN

20-Green730-Metalic Beige

409-Chestnut/Leopard

711-Metalic Colt 524-Blue Camo
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CHARLIE 20047
Our classic model Charlie in hot snake print. High quality  
throughout the sandal, made with leather-covered insole. The foot- 
bed in genuine cork with a latex core which gives an extra shock- 
absorbing effect. Extra cushion in the footbed counteracts heel 
spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of synthetic  
material upholstered with textile inside.

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

322-Snake Grey

322-Sand Snake
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AVERY 2005
Style and comfort in the same sandal. Made with leather-covered  
insole, the footbed made with latex material in the core which 
gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra cushion in the footbed  
counteracts heel spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material.  
Upper of synthetic material upholstered with beautiful textile inside.  
A bestseller over years.

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

011-Black

730-Metalic Beige



LEAH 20056
Our most affordable sandal now with extra stable sole, are available  
in three colors. Made with inleather-covered sole, the footbed 
made with latex material in the core which gives an extra shock- 
absorbing effect! Extra cushion in the footbed counteracts heel 
spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of synthetic  
material upholstered with textile inside.

WWW.AXELDA.COM

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

42

10-Grafito

02-Creme

011-Black



LUIS 20061
New model on our most affordable line, this line is also available with 
2 or 3 straps as well as toe spreader. Lots of material in the upper 
for a better fit. Made with leather-covered insole, the footbed made 
with latex material in the core which gives an extra shock-absorbing 
effect! Expanded softer foam for added comfort. Extra cushion in the 
footbed counteracts heel spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA 
material. Upper of synthetic material upholstered with textile inside.
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN | MEN

44

01-Black
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VICTORIA 20057
Now with extra stable sole. Made with leather-covered insole, the 
footbed made with latex material in the corewhich gives an extra  
shock-absorbing effect! Extra cushion in the footbed counteracts  
heel spurs. Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Upper of 
synthetic material upholstered with textile inside.

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN 

011-Black
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ANNIE 20030
Unisex toe spreader. Made with leather-covered insole, the footbed  
made with latex material in the core which gives an extra shock- 
absorbing effect! Expanded softer foam for added comfort. Extra 
cushion in the footbed counteracts heel spurs. Outsole made of long  
lasting EVA material. Upper of synthetic material upholstered 
with textile inside.

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN | MEN

01-Black
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ABBIE 20065
Exclusive unisex model, stylish classic color, easy to dress up and 
enjoy. Extra high quality as it is made with leather in both upper 
and insole, the footbed made with latex material in the core which 
gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Expanded softer foam for 
added comfort. Extra cushion in the footbed counteracts heel spurs.  
Outsole made of long lasting EVA material. Good looking an at the 
same time comfortable.

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN | MEN

43-Stone

01-Black

16-Camel
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN
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NOELLE 20084
Explanation of this sandal are fashion with comfort in superior 
quality. Smooth and soft leather in the upper selected extra care-
fully to really make you comfortable in this sandal. Footbed in 
real leather with latex and an extra cushioned leather-cover really 
pampers your feet. Footbed gives an extra shock-absorbing effect 
and counteracts heel spurs. Outsole of long lasting EVA material. 
Choose this style if You want that little extra.

13-White

01-Black

76-Ocean

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN | MEN

CHARLIE WIDE 20066
Explanation of this sandal are fashion with comfort in superior 
quality. Smooth and soft leather in the upper selected extra care-
fully to really make you comfortable in this sandal. Footbed in 
real leather with latex and an extra cushioned leather-cover really 
pampers your feet. Footbed gives an extra shock-absorbing effect 
and counteracts heel spurs. Outsole of long lasting EVA material. 
Choose this style if You want that little extra.

011-Black

WIDE FITTING



BRIELLE 20087
Braided is fashion, we have made it together with comfort in  
superior quality. Smooth and soft leather in the upper selected  
extra carefully to really make you comfortable in this sandal.  
Footbed in real leather with latex and an extra cushioned leather- 
cover really pampers your feet. Footbed gives an extra shock- 
absorbing effect and counteracts heel spurs. Outsole of long lasting  
EVA material. Choose this style if You want that little extra.
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

52

01-Black

13-White

32-Purple
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

01-Black

13-White

16-Camel

BRIANA 20086
Braided is fashion, we have made it together with comfort in superior  
quality. Smooth and soft leather in the upper selected extra carefully  
to really make you comfortable in this sandal. Footbed in real 
leather with latex and an extra cushioned leather-cover really 
pampers your feet. Footbed gives an extra shock-absorbing effect 
and counteracts heel spurs. Outsole of long lasting EVA material. 
Choose this style if You want that little extra.



MILLIE 2352
Wedge heel sole completely in cork which gives an extra comfortable  
fit for narrow and normally wide feet. Fun design with straps in 
upper for a good fit, pretty and stylish at the same time. Made 
with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex material 
in the core which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra 
thick sole for further shock absorption. Upper with synthetic ma-
terial where the front foot cut is very popular.
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

MACIE 2354
Wedge heel sole completely in cork which gives an extra comfortable  
fit for narrow and normally wide feet. The sole is available on more 
models. Made with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with 
latex material in the core which gives an extra shock-absorbing  
effect! Extra thick sole for further shock absorption. Upper with 
synthetic material and 3 adjustable straps for stability and adjust- 
ability. A classic model for those who stand and walk a lot every day. 
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

54 55

011-Black011-Black





MILA 2357
Wedge heel sole completely in cork which gives an extra comfortable 
fit for narrow and normally wide feet. Fun design with straps in 
upper for a good fit, pretty and stylish at the same time. Made with 
leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex material in the 
core which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra thick sole 
for further shock absorption. Upper with synthetic material where 
the front foot cut is very popular.
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN 

MAGGIE 2358
Wedge heel sole completely in cork which gives an extra comfortable  
fit for narrow and normally wide feet. Fun design with straps in upper  
for a good fit, pretty and stylish at the same time. Made with leather- 
covered insole, the footbed made with latex material in the core 
which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra thick sole for 
further shock absorption. Upper with synthetic material where the 
front foot cut is very popular, fits most feet and provides stability. 
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

58 59

730-Met Beige

730-Met Beige

701-Metal Black 701-Metal Black



ANNIE 23630
Soft warm colours on our most lavish footbed in an toe spreader 
version. Buckles and footbed in matching colours. This footbed 
has extra arch support to give your feet an relaxing position. Made 
with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex material in  
the core, which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra cushioned  
for higher comfort. Outsole in long lasting EVA material. Leather 
upper with 1 adjustable straps. Probably the best summer deal!
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

61

05-Sand

50-Olive

57-Rose

CATHRINE 23621
Our best and most lavish sandal, and absolutely that it is affordable in 
the same way as our other sandals, but here you get the highest comfort  
and construction in the foot of the hole. The model is available in more 
colors. Made with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex  
material in the core, which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect!  
Extra thick sole in Eva. Leather upper with 3 adjustable straps which 
provides stability and adjustability. We have even lined the upper with 
leather inside increased comfort and durability! Probably the best deal!

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

1300-White

09-Red

011-Black
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ANDREA 23632
Soft warm colours on our most lavish footbed. Buckles and foot-
bed in matching colours. This footbed has extra arch support and 
gives the feet an relaxing position. Made with leather-covered  
insole, the footbed made with latex material in the core, which 
gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra cushioned for higher 
comfort. Outsole in long lasting EVA material. Leather upper with 
2 adjustable straps. Probably the best summer deal!

AMBER 23631
Soft warm colours on our most lavish footbed in an toe spreader  
version. Buckles and footbed in matching colours. This footbed 
has extra arch support to give your feet an relaxing position. 
Made with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex 
material in the core, which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect!  
Extra cushioned for higher comfort. Outsole in long lasting EVA 
material. Leather upper with 1 adjustable straps. Probably the 
best summer deal!

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

05-Sand

141-Old Pink

05-Sand
50-Olive

50-Olive

36-Yellow

14-Orange
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CHRISTER 2601
Removable footbed. Perfect when you have your own insert. Made 
with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex material in 
the core, which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra pillow 
in the footbed counteracts heel spur. PU outsole. Upper of synthetic 
material upholstered with comfortable textile inside.

AXELDA SANDALS
MAN

011-Black
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ANDREA 2366
Soft warm colours in high quality leather on our most lavish foot-
bed. Lined with leather and made with leather-covered insole.  
This footbed has extra arch support and gives the feet an relaxing  
position. Latex material in the core, which gives an extra shock- 
absorbing effect! Extra cushioned for higher comfort. Outsole in 
long lasting EVA material. Upper with 2 wide adjustable straps. 
Probably the all year around deal!

AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN | MEN

54-Khaki

122-Nude Pink

01-Black

1300-White

08-Kernel

16-Camel



CHLOE 2602
Removable footbed. Perfect when you have your own insert. Made 
with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex material in 
the core, which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra pillow 
in the footbed counteracts heel spur. PU outsole. Upper of synthetic 
material upholstered with comfortable textile inside.
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

JOSIE 2603
Removable footbed. Perfect when you have your own insert. Made 
with leather-covered insole, the footbed made with latex material in 
the core, which gives an extra shock-absorbing effect! Extra pillow 
in the footbed counteracts heel spur. PU outsole. Upper of synthetic 
material upholstered with comfortable textile inside.
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AXELDA SANDALS
WOMAN

68 69

011-Black

011-Black





WE LOVE FEET
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